
 

Mossbourne Riverside Academy  
Home Learning Year 3 & 4 
Date: 05 June 2020 
 

Suggested Daily Timetable 
 

 



Monday 
Maths 
 
Task: Addition key facts 
 
The purpose of this activity is to understand the relationship between addition and subtraction. As 
well as to understand that addition is commutative, and that it can be completed in either order. 
 
Starter:  

Use seven cubes to show and write addition and subtraction calculations.  During this process 
draw out the relationship between addition and subtraction moving the cubes to show and writing 
calculations. For example, if I know 5 + 2 = 7 then I know 7 − 5 = 2 

Draw attention to examples that show that addition can be completed in any order e.g. 3 + 4 = 4 + 
3. Discuss that the word commutative is used to describe this. Look at the models and ask pupils to 
talk about how each one shows addition is commutative. Ask them to use the word commutative in 
their explanation. This model shows that addition is commutative because... 

Why can’t you move the numbers in a subtraction calculation in the same way? 



Worksheet: 

 
 

The activity sheet has models for children to interpret and describe with calculations. The 
true or false task challenges the idea that the numbers in a calculation can be moved 
around to any position. 



Parent/Carer Guidance: 
 
Please find the answer sheet below. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Literacy 
 
Task: 
This week we will be focusing on poetry. 
 

1. Read Oh, The Places You’ll Go by Dr Seuss in your head. http://denuccio.net/ohplaces.html 
Or listen and read along here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3U60jboHHFs 

2. Re-read the poem aloud to another person. Discuss the following questions: 
● Did you enjoy the poem? Why/why not? 
● What emotions did the poem make you feel? 
● How does this compare to other poems you have read? 
● What was the best bit of the poem in your opinion? 

3. Choose your favourite part of the poem. Practise it until you have it memorised. Add actions 
and speak in a performer’s voice. Perform this to someone else and/or film it and share in 
your learning journal. 

 
Parent/Carer Guidance: 
Developing a love of reading is an important part of the Literacy curriculum. It is also important that 
children practise their fluency in reading aloud, especially with poetry where the rhyme and rhythm 
is key. Focus on how to make their recital as interesting as possible. 
 

Computing 
 
Task: 
Your task, if you haven’t already started, is to access the series of coding lessons on code.org: 
 
Year 3: https://studio.code.org/sections/QDSJGM 
 
Year 4: https://studio.code.org/sections/ZMVXZL 
 
Optional: If you have successfully completed your course, then explore code.org for any Hour of 
Code lesson: https://code.org/hourofcode/overview 
 
You have been given your personal login details by Mr Jones already (this should appear in your 
stream in Google Classroom). 
 
Try and complete each task before moving onto the next one. Remember, coding can be 
challenging at times and computational thinking requires a lot of thought, concentration and 
resilience. If it doesn’t work, debug and start again. Really think carefully about the algorithm you 
need and apply that in your sequence of code. Good luck!  
 
Parent/Carer Guidance: 
Children have been given access to a series of lessons on code.org, a safe and secure 
environment for them to practice and consolidate their coding skills. Inevitably, children will always 
ask for help when their code doesn’t work but it is really important they take the time to examine 
their code and work out what is going wrong themselves. Of course, if they get really stuck and 
frustrated, they can contact Mr Jones on their code.org login post on Google Classroom. 
 

Tuesday 

http://denuccio.net/ohplaces.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3U60jboHHFs
https://studio.code.org/sections/QDSJGM
https://studio.code.org/sections/ZMVXZL
https://code.org/hourofcode/overview


Maths 
 
Task: Key facts to 10  

The purpose of this activity is to explore key addition facts for all numbers up to 10 and how these 
can be used. The relationship between addition and subtraction should be a focus as well as 
extending to use with larger numbers. 

Starter: 

 

A grid is provided that shows addition facts for numbers up to 10. These are all facts that can be 
shown with your fingers. Ask children to talk to you about the grid: how to read it, if they can give 
more information, if there are any patterns they notice. Choose some calculations and discuss the 
related subtraction facts using Dienes blocks to move and show the relationship to the addition 
fact.  

Discuss the yellow boxes in the grid and what pupils notice about these. This should involve a 
discussion about the number ten: how to write it and why it has two digits. Use Dienes to show that 
ten ones is equal to one ten. 

Create the images of Dienes tens and ones to explore how 5 + 3 = 8 can be used to complete 
related facts.The rest of the session focuses on how to use key facts to calculate with larger 
numbers. Use Dienes or draw images of Dienes to explore addition and subtraction facts. For 
example, 50 + 30 = 80 30 + 50 = 80 80 − 50 = 30 80 − 30 = 50 

 
 



Worksheet: 

 

The activity sheet has addition and subtraction facts with missing numbers that show chains of 
related facts and then asks pupils to generate similar calculations. 

The robot task connects addition and subtraction with movement on a number line. 

 



Parent/Carer Guidance: 

Please find the answer sheet below. 

 

 

 



Literacy 
 
Task: 
Complete the quiz on Oh, the Places You’ll Go! on Google Classroom. 
 
Parent/Carer Guidance: 
Feedback is given within the quiz. 
 

Science 
 
Task: 
Romans made sundials and water clocks to tell the time. A sundial is an instrument that tells the 
time like a clock. It has a pole (or ‘gnomon) in its centre and markings that show hours or fraction of 
hours. It works on the concept of the sun changing its location in the sky throughout the day. 
 

 
 

1. Watch the history of time-keeping here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URK9Z2G71j8 
2. Make your own sundial and record observations throughout the day. Here is a good set of 

instructions: https://tinyurl.com/y8jz3fcl  
3. What do you notice happening to the shadow? Why does it move? What happens to the 

shadow at different times of the day? 
 
Parent/Carer Guidance: 
Questions to consider discussing: How can everyday shadows help us to measure time? Can we 
make a sundial or a water clock? Who can make the most accurate time measurer? Making a 
sundial doesn’t require many resources. Children should observe the shadow moving throughout 
the day - this is a key scientific line of enquiry. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URK9Z2G71j8
https://tinyurl.com/y8jz3fcl


Wednesday 

Maths 
 
Task: Key facts to 20 

The purpose of this activity is to explore key addition facts for all numbers up to 20 and how these 
can be used. The relationship between addition and subtraction should be a focus as well as 
extending to use with larger numbers. 

Starter: 

 

The same grid as the previous session is provided but this time with more information. Ask pupils 
to discuss what has changed and repeat a similar discussion as before about more information 
they can give and any patterns that they notice. 

Choose some calculations and discuss the related subtraction facts using Dienes blocks to move 
and show the relationship to the addition fact. The facts with a result greater than ten will involve 
regrouping and you should discuss the ‘Make 10’ strategy. For example, 7 + 5 = 7 + 3 + 2. The 5 is 
partitioned, 7 and 3 make 10 and there are 2 more. Use Dienes to show the steps  of this strategy, 
regrouping ten ones for one ten and exploring other examples. 

Use Dienes or draw images of Dienes to explore addition and subtraction facts related to each. For 
example, 60 + 70 = 130 70 + 60 = 130 130 − 70 = 60 130 − 60 = 70 Saying the name of the place 
the digit is in helps make a clear link to the key fact e.g. thirteen tens subtract six tens is seven 
tens. Are pupils comfortable with interpreting 130 as 13 tens? Can they use Dienes to show why? 

Online dienes resource https://mathsbot.com/manipulatives/blocks  

https://mathsbot.com/manipulatives/blocks


 
 
Worksheet:  

 
The activity sheet has addition and subtraction facts with missing numbers that show chains of 
related facts and then asks children to generate similar calculations. 

The ‘Sum four’ task is more open and has plenty of opportunity to explore calculations. 

 



Parent/Carer Guidance: 
Online dienes resource https://mathsbot.com/manipulatives/blocks  
Please find the answer sheet below.  

 
 
 

 

https://mathsbot.com/manipulatives/blocks


Literacy 
 
Task: 
 

1. Read The Babysitter by Michael Rosen in your head. 
https://michaelrosen.fandom.com/wiki/Babysitter  
Or listen and read along here. https://youtu.be/6rAcfcg2gFM  

2. Re-read the poem aloud to another person. Discuss the following questions: 
● Did you enjoy the poem? Why/why not? 
● What emotions did the poem make you feel? 
● How does this compare to other poems you have read? 
● What was the best bit of the poem in your opinion? 

3. Choose your favourite part of the poem. Practise it until you have it memorised. Add actions 
and speak in a performer’s voice. Perform this to someone else and/or film it and share in 
your learning journal. 

 
Parent/Carer Guidance: 
Developing a love of reading is an important part of the Literacy curriculum. It is also important that 
children practise their fluency in reading aloud, especially with poetry where the rhyme and rhythm 
is key. Focus on how to make their recital as interesting as possible. 

 

History & Geography 
 
Task: 
During the Roman era, Scotland was known as Caledonia. Tribes from Caledonia tried to fight 
against the Romans who were trying to take their land.  
 
In AD 84, different Caledonian tribes all joined together to form a fierce and feisty group that the 
Romans named ‘the Picts’. They kept trying to raid the Romans’ territory, so Emperor Hadrian 
came up with a plan to keep them out once and for all. 
  
Emperor Hadrian ordered a wall to be built right across the width of Britain to help the Romans 
defend their land. As an added bonus, it also meant that the Romans could charge taxes to people 
who wanted to come into their territory and they could have more control of people’s comings and 
goings. 
  
Three Roman legions (15,000 men) set to work building this huge wall, 117.5km 
(or 80 Roman miles) long. It ran from Wallsend on the east coast to Bowness on the west coast. 
Made out of stone, it was approximately 6m high and 3m wide, meaning that two soldiers could 
walk along guarding it side-by-side. 
  
As well as being a defence, the wall also had to be functional to look after the thousands of 
soldiers who were building and guarding it. Major forts were built every 8km. 
These accommodated between 500 and 1000 soldiers each. The biggest fort, called 
Housesteads, included a hospital, granary, workshop, barracks and toilets. Smaller forts included 
barracks for the soldiers, a larger house for the commander and his family and a grain store. There 
would also be a bath house just outside the fort so that soldiers could keep clean. Over time, small 
villages and communities developed around the forts and were probably where the soldiers’ 
families lived. These settlements would contain houses, shops, temples and taverns. 
  

https://michaelrosen.fandom.com/wiki/Babysitter
https://youtu.be/6rAcfcg2gFM


A Roman road called the Stanegate was built to supply the soldiers based at Hadrian's Wall. Just 
like the Roman roads, the wall was designed by Roman engineers and built by the Roman soldiers. 
Hadrian's Wall was repaired, maintained, patrolled and guarded for almost 250 years. You can still 
see parts of Hadrian's Wall today: it is one of the most popular tourist attractions in northern 
England. 
 

1. Take a quiz on what you just read: https://tinyurl.com/yck9ujpd  
2. Find some of the places on Google Maps, other maps or in an atlas. 
3. Can you find out the names of some other places that the wall passed through? What 

counties are they in? What else can you find out about them? 
4. Label your own map to show Hadrian’s Wall and some of the places it ran through. 
5. In AD 140, the Romans added another wall further north. It's called the Antonine Wall. See 

what you can find out... 
  
Parent/Carer Guidance: 
Support and guidance might be needed when reading and use of dictionaries should be 
encouraged i.e. www.dictionary.com Only an MRA account will be able to complete the quiz. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://tinyurl.com/yck9ujpd
http://www.dictionary.com/


Thursday 
Maths 
Task Modelling problems:  

The purpose of this activity is to explore problems involving addition and subtraction. 

Starter:  
 

 

There are six word problems, all with a similar situation of two children with marbles and there are 
four bar models. Decide if you want to include the two problems without bar models to make it 
more challenging or if you want to keep them separate until the end. 

Read the questions and discuss the similarities. Discuss which problem can be represented by 
which bar model and how you know.There are two different types of bar models, one where two 
parts are put together and another where two bars are compared. Connect each problem to the 
chosen bar model by labelling the known information and deciding what to do to work out the 
answer.The last two questions can then be used to draw a model that could represent them. Some 
useful questions to think about: 

What information do I know? How can I show what I know? What information am I trying to find 
out? How can I show the relationships between what I know and what I am trying to find out? 



Worksheet:  

The activity sheet provides similar experiences of engaging with addition and subtraction 
problems and building bar models to represent these. 
 
 
 



Parent/Carer Guidance: 
 
Please find the answer sheet below. 

 
https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-the-bar-model-method  
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-the-bar-model-method


Literacy 
 
Task: 
The last two paragraphs concern themselves with describing Arthur looking at the wolf and what 
the wolf is doing to the town. 
 

1. Re-read Oh, The Places You’ll Go by Dr Seuss. http://denuccio.net/ohplaces.html 
Or re-listen and read along here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3U60jboHHFs 
 
Re-read The Babysitter by Michael Rosen. https://michaelrosen.fandom.com/wiki/Babysitter  
Or re-listen and read along here. https://youtu.be/6rAcfcg2gFM  
 

2. Write down two ways that these poems are similar. (You could consider techniques, style, 
genre, who the audience is intended to be.) 

3. Write down two ways that these poems are different.  
 

4. Write down which of the poems you enjoyed more, explaining your answer fully. 
5. Read your explanation to someone else. Get them to listen to both the poems. Do they 

agree with you? 
 
Parent/Carer Guidance: 
These poems are quite radically different. Children might find it hard to find similarities due to the 
different styles, however some techniques are used in both and the use of humour and intended 
audience is similar. 
 

RE 
 
Task: 
In the earlier Roman times, the Roman people believed in many different gods and goddesses 
whom they believed controlled different aspects of their lives. They did not have a central belief 
system of their own as such, but rather borrowed gods, rituals and superstitions from a number of 
sources and adapted them to suit their own needs. The Romans believed in good and bad omens 
and they performed many rituals in the hope of receiving good luck. Prayer and sacrifice was 
important and the Romans held festivals every month to honour the gods. They would worship their 
gods and goddesses at temples. 
 

1. Watch this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPAwnvyN6xw  
2. Watch this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g2s0E6pHgfE  
3. Who were the Roman gods and goddesses? Choose 8 to 10 to research. 
4. Create some playing cards with their own points system, for example, you could give points 

out of 100 for power, characteristics, influence and importance. Or: 
5. Imagine you want to create an online profile for each god. Find or draw a picture and create 

a fact file about your chosen gods and goddesses. This can be on paper or on a Google 
Slides document. 

6. Most of the main religions across the world believe in one god. Why do you think the 
Romans chose to believe in many gods? 

Parent/Carer Guidance: 
Children should practice their historical research skills and understanding religion in other cultures 
and historical contexts. Explain Romans used gods and goddesses to help their understanding of 
the world before modern science could explain, for example, natural phenomena such as floods. 

http://denuccio.net/ohplaces.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3U60jboHHFs
https://michaelrosen.fandom.com/wiki/Babysitter
https://youtu.be/6rAcfcg2gFM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPAwnvyN6xw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g2s0E6pHgfE


Friday 
Maths 
 
Task: Addition and Subtraction word problems 

The purpose of this activity is to consolidate  the children’s understanding of applying addition and 
subtraction skills with bar modelling. 

Worksheet: 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Challenge: 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Parent/Carer Guidance: 

 

 https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-the-bar-model-method  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-the-bar-model-method


Literacy 
 
Task: 
 





 
 
 
 
 



Parent/Carer Guidance: 



 



Design & Technology 
 
Task: 

Every month, 200,000 Roman citizens were given a free ration of corn from the state - around 40 
kilos. This was enough to make bread for two people for about a month. Many of these citizens 
didn't have their own kitchens, so they relied on a baker to turn their corn into something they could 
eat. 

 
1. Watch this: https://tinyurl.com/y7pscyda 
2. Follow this ancient Roman bread recipe to make some delicious bread: 

https://tinyurl.com/yalzojem  
 
Optional: 

3. Create your own set of instructions in a paper book or using Google Docs, Slides or a free 
app such as Book Creator. You could take pictures of you making it and even enjoying a 
Roman meal. 

4. Imagine you are the town’s local baker. You could make a TV advert, bakery show or a 
poster advertising your baked goods and bread.  

5. Design your own packaging for your bread - think about a logo and the ingredients. Take a 
look at the packaging for the bread you normally eat at home. What might you need to 
include on your own packaging. 

 
Parent/Carer Guidance: 
Ingredients for this recipe may be hard to come by or not readily available at home. As an 
alternative, you can use one form of flour, and if no yeast is available, you could do it without yeast 
but make flatbreads instead, adding two tablespoons of oil to the dough mixture, rolling it out into 
thin pancakes and dry cooking them in a frying pan. 

 

https://tinyurl.com/y7pscyda
https://tinyurl.com/yalzojem

